Green Campus Challenge

The threat of climate change is serious and requires solutions that span international boundaries. Not only do we need to act globally, we need action at home. In the Green Campus Challenge, we bring together these critical components, and work to create ideas for our university campuses that can impact sustainability efforts around the world.

Get international experience without leaving home

In this virtual event, you will develop ideas cross-culturally with an international network of students, campus stakeholders, experts in entrepreneurship and some of the most innovative companies in the world.

Meet other talented students

You will get to meet student peers from MIT and Danish universities, who are passionate about sustainability, and learn about how a different country and culture approaches the issue of climate change.

Learn new skills

In mentorship sessions with innovative Danish companies and university sustainability experts and workshops led by MIT organizations such as MIT Design for America and GSC Sustainability Subcommittee, you will develop not only your idea, but also new skills for ideation and design.

The Green Campus Challenge is a team-based virtual innovation challenge and will take place from 21 January to 28 January. It is open to all students at MIT and Danish universities.

Sign up here

This event is hosted by MIT-Denmark (MISTI) and the Confederation of Danish Industry (DI), in collaboration with MIT Design for America and the MIT Office of Sustainability.